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Robust Speech Recognition Based
on a Bayesian Prediction Approach
Hui Jiang, Keikichi Hirose, Member, IEEE, and Qiang Huo, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we study a category of robust speech
recognition problem in which mismatches exist between training
and testing conditions, and no accurate knowledge of the mis-
match mechanism is available. The only available information is
the test data along with a set of pretrained Gaussian mixture
continuous density hidden Markov models (CDHMM’s). We
investigate the problem from the viewpoint of Bayesian predic-
tion. A simple prior distribution, namely constrained uniform
distribution, is adopted to characterize the uncertainty of the
mean vectors of the CDHMM’s. Two methods, namely a model
compensation technique based on Bayesian predictive density and
a robust decision strategy called Viterbi Bayesian predictive classi-
fication are studied. The proposed methods are compared with the
conventional Viterbi decoding algorithm in speaker-independent
recognition experiments on isolated digits and TI connected digit
strings (TIDIGITS), where the mismatches between training and
testing conditions are caused by: 1) additive Gaussian white
noise, 2) each of 25 types of actual additive ambient noises,
and 3) gender difference. The experimental results show that
the adopted prior distribution and the proposed techniques help
to improve the performance robustness under the examined
mismatch conditions.
Index Terms—Bayesian predictive classification, minimax de-
cision, plug-in maximum a posteriori decision, predictive density,
Viterbi Bayesian predictive classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN THE past decade, tremendous advances have beenachieved in automatic speech recognition (ASR) (e.g., see
[21] for a sample of the state-of-the-art). These advances
promise to make speech recognition technology readily
available to the general public. However, as speech recognition
systems are applied in real-world applications, they must be
operated in situations where it is not possible to control the
acoustic environment and application conditions. This may
result in a serious mismatch between the training and testing
conditions, which often brings about such a drastic degradation
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in performance that these systems usually fail in the real-field
applications.
A substantial amount of work has been performed in robust
ASR area to achieve performance robustness under vari-
ous types of mismatches such as different kinds of additive
ambient noises; convolutional channel/transducer mismatch;
acoustic variations caused by inter- and/or intraspeaker vari-
ability, different accents, stress, different speaking styles,
specific limitations in various tasks, etc. (see reviews in, e.g.,
[3], [6], [20], and [22]). Among many promising approaches,
one is the feature (e.g., [1] and [29]) and/or model (e.g.,
[23] and [29]) compensation techniques to remove or reduce
the acoustic mismatches between the test data and a given
set of speech models. For this type of approach, some prior
knowledge about the mechanism of mismatches is necessary to
design a suitable form of mapping function. Then the nuisance
parameters of the mapping function can be estimated based
on a certain criterion such as maximum likelihood (ML) or
maximum a posteriori (MAP) only with small amount of
adaptation data or test data themselves.
However, in practice we generally have no idea about the
sources of variability in speech signals, and no full knowledge
to figure out the mechanism of mismatches between training
data in the laboratory and test data in real field. In the extreme
case, the only available information is the test data along with
a set of pretrained speech models. An attractive approach that
does not need accurate knowledge of the mismatch mechanism
and adapts the speech models using only the test data is the
so-called online Bayesian adaptive learning algorithm (e.g.,
[9]–[11]). This approach is suitable for those applications
involving a recognition session which consists of a number
of testing utterances. Besides, some recent approaches have
focused on modifying the decision rule and the decision
parameters so that part of the mismatch can be compensated
and the decision performance can be improved. This scheme
becomes a potential approach for robust speech recognition
because it need not make rigid assumptions about sources of
distortion. One such approach is the minimax classification
method [25], which assumes the best decision parameters for
the given test data lie in the neighborhoods of the given
parameters and adjusts the decision rule and the corresponding
parameters accordingly. The minimax classification is thus
geared to protect against the possibility of the worst mismatch.
The main disadvantage of the minimax approach is that it
usually does not perform nearly as well as those techniques
that use some prior information of the possible mismatches.
Another disadvantage is that it can not be easily extended
1063–6676/99$10.00  1999 IEEE
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to perform continuous speech recognition (CSR) because the
combination of uncertainty neighborhoods surrounding the
model parameters that need to be examined can become quite
large [25], [28].
In this paper, in the viewpoint of Bayesian prediction, we
investigate two techniques to address the robust recognition
problem in the above mentioned context to mitigate to some
extent the difficulties of the minimax approach. We model
each speech unit with a Gaussian mixture continuous density
hidden Markov model (CDHMM). In the first technique, we
assume some uncertainty of the CDHMM parameters and
use the Bayesian predictive density of each Gaussian mixture
component to serve as the compensated distribution of this
component [15]. We thus call it Bayesian predictive density
based model compensation (BP-MC) method. In this method,
the decoding algorithm for speech recognition still uses the
conventional plug-in MAP decision rule (see the discussions
in, e.g., [2], [12], and [13]). In the second technique, by
modifying directly the plug-in MAP decision rule, we have re-
cently adopted a new robust decision strategy called Bayesian
predictive classification (BPC) approach [12], [13], [16], [27]
for robust speech recognition. We present here an approximate
BPC algorithm called Viterbi Bayesian predictive classification
(VBPC) [16]. We gather together and summarize in this paper
those results scattered in [15]–[19] and some new experimental
results as well, in order to make it more accessible to the
general readership. Whenever possible, we use the same
notations as those in [10]–[13].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. At
first, several basic decision rules available for ASR are briefly
introduced in Section II. Next, we describe the proposed tech-
niques, namely BP-MC and VBPC approaches in Sections III
and IV, respectively. To examine the viability of the above
proposed approaches, a series of comparative experiments are
conducted on two speech databases: ATR isolated Japanese
digit database and TIDIGITS English connected digit string
database. The corresponding experimental results are reported
and brief discussions are presented in Section V. Finally, our
conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. DECISION RULES FOR AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION
In order to clarify the motivations of our work and to
facilitate the discussions in the succeeding sections, we derive
and repeat here some of the discussions originally presented
in [12] and [13]. Let’s view a word and the associated
acoustic observation (usually, a feature vector sequence)
as a jointly distributed random pair . Depending on
the problem of interest, the meaning of the word here could
be any linguistic unit, e.g., a phoneme, a syllable, a word,
a phrase, etc. Also note that in this paper we simply use the
same symbol to denote both the random variable and the value
it may assume. Suppose the true joint distribution of
could be modeled by a true parametric family of probability
density function (pdf) as , where
is known as acoustic model with parameters
and as language model with parameters . Further,
suppose that we have the full knowledge on the parameters
of the above distributions. Then, the optimal decoder
(speech recognizer) which achieves expected minimum word
recognition error rate is the following MAP decoder:
(1)
where is the observation and is the recognition result.
The decision rule in (1) is generally referred to as optimal
MAP decision rule.
A. Plug-In MAP Rule
However, in practice, neither do we know the true para-
metric form of , nor its true parameters. Therefore,
the above optimal speech recognizer will never be achievable;
we can only approximate it. A simple heuristic solution is
first to assume a parametric form for and then to
estimate its parameters from training data using a parameter
estimation technique (e.g., ML, MAP, discriminative training,
etc.). Then, we plug in the estimate to the optimal but
unavailable rule in (1) in place of the correct but unknown
to obtain a plug-in MAP rule. The plug-in MAP rule
has been widely adopted by the current speech recognizers.
The performance of plug-in MAP decision rule depends on
the choice of estimation methods, the nature and size of the
training data, and the degree of the mismatch between training
and testing conditions.
B. Minimax Rule
As mentioned above, we generally have no full knowledge
to figure out the true parameters of models or/and decision
rule. Instead of using the estimated values as in the plug-in
MAP rule, we assume that the unknown true parameters
are uncertain (random variables) and randomly distributed in
a neighborhood region around the estimated ones. If we
have no further knowledge about , a reasonable decision
is to warrant the optimal outcome (e.g., minimum error) in
the possibly worst-case condition (e.g., maximum mismatch)
[7]. Such a minimax decision rule which minimizes the upper
bound of the worst-case probability of classification error has
been proposed in [25] as
(2)
Therefore, the minimax approach is considered to be the most
conservative decision strategy.
C. Bayesian Predictive Classification Rule
An attractive compromise between the risky plug in MAP
rule and the overdue conservative minimax approach is the
decision strategy BPC [5], which can somehow make use
of the prior knowledge (albeit crude) about the possible
mismatch, and at the same time take into account its un-
certainty to compensate accordingly for the possible severe
mismatch. As in [4], [8], and [10], we use a prior pdf
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with hyperparameter to represent our knowledge about the
uncertainty of the unknown parameters . An optimal Bayes
solution is to choose a speech recognizer which minimizes the
overall recognition error when the average is taken both with
respect to the sampling variation in the expected testing data
and with respect to the uncertainty described by the prior pdf




is called the predictive pdf of the observation given the word
. Generally speaking, the computation of this predictive pdf
is the most difficult part of the BPC approach. Not like other
approaches such as the plug-in MAP and the minimax where
only a single set of values (called point estimate [8], e.g.,
mode, mean, etc.) of prior distribution is taken into account,
as shown in (4), the whole function of prior distribution can
be considered for decision-making in the Bayesian prediction
procedure.
III. BAYESIAN PREDICTIVE DENSITY
BASED MODEL COMPENSATION APPROACH
There are many possible ways to apply Bayesian prediction
to CDHMM-based speech recognition. A straightforward ap-
proach is described in this section. In this approach, instead
of directly modifying the basic decision rule, we assume the
CDHMM parameters are uncertain. Then we use the Bayesian
predictive density of each Gaussian mixture component to
serve as the compensated distribution of that component and
plug these compensated distributions into the MAP decision
rule in (1). We thus call the approach Bayesian predictive
density based model compensation method, or shortly BP-MC
method thereafter, to differentiate it from the BPC rule defined
in (3) [12], [13].
We model each speech unit with an -state CDHMM with
parameter vector , where is the initial state
distribution, is the transition matrix,
and is the parameter vector composed of mixture parameters
for each state , where
denotes the number of Gaussian mixture in each state. The
state observation pdf is assumed to be a mixture of multivariate
Gaussian pdf’s:
(5)
where the mixture coefficients ’s satisfy the constraint
, and is the th normal mixture
component denoted by
(6)
with being the -dimensional mean vector and being
the precision (inverse covariance) matrix.
The BP-MC method adopted in the study can be simply
described as follows.
1) For each mixture component , a prior p.d.f.
with hyperparameters is assumed to
represent our knowledge about the uncertainty of the
CDHMM parameters .
2) A Bayesian predictive density is computed as
(7)
3) Compute and plug it into the
decision rule in (1) in place of the state observation pdf
.
The choice of prior pdf depends on the prior
knowledge about both and the mismatch in question. In this
paper, as the first step, we only consider the uncertainty of the
mean vectors of CDHMM with diagonal covariance matrices
and assume they are uniformly distributed in a neighborhood
of pretrained means. The similar uncertainty neighborhood of
as defined in [25] is adopted as follows:
(8)
where hyperparameters ( ) and ( )
are used to control, respectively, the possible mismatch size
and shape, and denote the pretrained
model parameters. The constrained uniform distribution in
the above uncertainty neighborhood is referred to as less-
informative prior pdf to contrast with other more informative
distributions (in terms of parametric form) such as the normal
distribution.




As a remark, in [30], a similar idea has been explored in
the context of Bayesian speaker adaptation where a Gaussian
prior pdf for mean vector is adopted.
IV. VITERBI BAYESIAN PREDICTIVE
CLASSIFICATION APPROACH
In [12] and [13], we discuss how to apply the general
BPC to CDHMM-based robust speech recognition, and finally
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focus on an approximate BPC method called quasi-Bayesian
predictive classification (QBPC). Here, we focus our study
on another approximate BPC method, namely Viterbi BPC
(VBPC) approach.
In the CDHMM case, due to the nature of the missing data
problem in HMM formulation (see related discussions in [10],
[12], and [13]), it is not easy to compute the true predictive pdf:
(11)
where is the unobserved state sequence and is the associated
sequence of the unobserved mixture component labels corre-
sponding to the observation sequence . Consequently, some
approximations are needed [12], [13]. One way to compute
the approximate predictive pdf is to use the following Viterbi
approximation:
(12)
The resultant BPC rule is named as VBPC rule:
(13)
As shown in (11), when the missing data is unknown,
the summarization over all possible makes the true
predictive pdf unachievable. However, once is given
or hypothesized, the Bayesian prediction calculation becomes
straightforward. Here we present a frame-synchronous Viterbi
Bayesian search algorithm, which is extended from the con-
ventional Viterbi search algorithm, to achieve the above VBPC
rule.
• For every time instant, compute the predictive values for
all active hypothesized partial paths, respectively.
• Then for each node in the network, merge all incom-
ing partial paths via selecting the one with the largest
predictive value.
• The selected path is propagated and its predictive value
is recomputed according to the extended partial path.
• The above search procedure is repeated until the end of
the utterance.
Given a test utterance , CDHMM
parameter vector along with its prior pdf , the recursive
search procedure for approximately1 accomplishing the above




where denotes the mean of the prior pdf of the HMM
parameter , i.e.,
(16)
1Strictly speaking, the search algorithm here is nonadmissible: It cannot
completely warrant (13) in theory because the partial predictive value (i.e.,
t) will possibly be recomputed partially in (24) during search.
and
(17)
Here, denotes the partial predictive value based on the
optimal partial path arriving at state at the time instant .
The corresponding best partial path is represented by a chain
of points started from .
2) Recursion: For , , do
(2.1 Path-merging in state , and update partial predictive
value with respect to :
(18)
(19)
The is the mean of the posterior pdf of the





where is the accumulated number of transitions
from state to state based on the optimal partial
path up to the time instant ; denotes the mean
of the prior pdf of the HMM parameter , and




(2.2 Update the partial predictive value with respect to
state parameter :





where is the accumulated number of feature vec-
tors belonging to state based on the optimal partial
path up to the time instant ; denotes the th
vector in the state ; and de-
notes the contribution of data ,
residing at state , to the partial predictive value
:
(25)
2 Including all states tied to state j.




4) Path (State Sequence) Backtracking: (4)
(28)
In this section, we also only consider the uncertainty of the




Moreover, we follow the same choice of the less-informative
prior pdf as in the last section [defined in (8), etc.] We
then have
(30)
where follows (9) and denotes the mixture
component label to which is “closest,” i.e.,
(31)
Similarly, is calculated based on the
“closest” mixture component label sequence corresponding to
the data :
(32)
where denote feature vectors belonging
to state in , among which denote labels of the
vectors “closest” to the mixture component of state . Then,
with and being the pretrained mean and precision
parameters, respectively, we have
(33)




V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A simple special case of mismatch situation is encountered
when the testing signal is corrupted by various additive noises,
while the training data are clean. In order to examine the
viability of the proposed BP-MC and VBPC algorithms, they
are applied to perform speaker-independent (SI) recognition
of isolated and connected digits in two sets of noisy speech
recognition experiments. In the first set of experiments, the
unknown mismatch is caused by additive Gaussian white noise
on the testing data. While SI training is performed on clean
speech data, in the testing phase, computer-generated Gaussian
white noise, with various levels of intensity, is added to the
original speech waveform prior to the preprocessing [25].
We also study the influence of the uncertainty neighborhood
on recognition performance and report the corresponding
experimental results along with our findings. In the second set
of experiments, we apply the VBPC and BP-MC approaches
to noisy speech recognition where 25 types of additive noises
recorded in actual environments are involved. Besides, some
discussions on experimental results are given to explain what
mismatch situations VBPC and BP-MC with less-informative
prior pdf work well and how they improve performance in
these cases. In the above experiments, the degree of mismatch
is measured by signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) level (dB) of the
contaminated speech, which is calculated on the average over
the whole testing set. No knowledge of the related mismatch
is explicitly employed in testing phase. Moreover, viability of
the proposed approaches on more general mismatches, e.g.,
mismatch caused by gender difference, is also examined. In
other words, the speech models are trained on male (or female)
speakers’ data and then tested on female (or male) speakers’
data. Finally, we also compare BP-MC and VBPC with other
robust methods, including stochastic matching, minimax, and
QBPC, under the mismatch caused by additive Gaussian white
noise to help the readers gain some insight into the behavior of
the proposed methods. In all experiments, we do not perform
cepstral mean normalization in either training or testing phase.
In our recognition experiments, two speech corpora are
used. The first one is called ATR Japanese isolated digits
database (ATR-JPD hereafter), which is selected from ATR
Japanese speech database and contains isolated utterances of
Japanese 0–9 digits from 60 speakers (half male, half female).
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Fig. 1. Performance (word accuracy in %) comparison of VBPC and BP-MC
with plug-in-MAP method at various SNR on ATR-JPD corpus when test data
are distorted by Gaussian white noise.
The database ATR-JPD is recorded in a quiet environment at
a sampling rate of 20 kHz with 16-b quantization accuracy.
The second one is TIDIGITS English connected digit-string
database [24], which includes utterances from a total of 326
speakers.
A. Noisy Speech Recognition—I: Gaussian White Noise
1) Isolated Digit Recognition: The database ATR-JPD is
selected in this experiment. Each digit is modeled by a left-
to-right four-state CDHMM without state skipping and each
state has six Gaussian mixture components with diagonal
covariance matrices. Each feature vector consists of 16 LPC-
derived cepstral coefficients. For each digit, in total, we have
56 tokens from 46 speakers for speaker-independent (SI)
training, and 24 tokens from other 14 different speakers for
SI testing.
Fig. 1 compares the averaged recognition accuracy of the
VBPC and BP-MC algorithms with that of the standard plug-
in MAP based Viterbi algorithm at various SNR levels. The
corresponding optimal neighborhood parameters are
also listed in Table I as a reference. The experimental results
show that both VBPC and BP-MC are generally achieving
more than 20% recognition rate improvement over that of the
conventional plug-in MAP decoding in various mismatched
cases. We also note that in the particular experiments here,
a slight improvement is achieved even in matched condition
(tested on clean speech). This suggests that the proposed tech-
niques could also compensate for, in this case, the inaccurate
estimation of model parameters caused possibly by incorrect
model assumption, insufficient training data, etc.
Furthermore, we have also examined the influence of dif-
ferent choices of uncertainty neighborhood, i.e., neighborhood
parameters and , on the final recognition performance.
A similar behavior as in the minimax approach [25] that the
recognition performance tends to be relatively insensitive to
the shape of uncertainty regions and the performance holds up
well under a wide range of SNR values is also observed in both
VBPC and BP-MC. As an example, we list the recognition
performance as a function of neighborhood parameters C and
for VBPC and BP-MC at SNR 29.6 dB in Tables II
and III, respectively. Strictly speaking, the performance of
VBPC and BP-MC depends on the appropriate choice of
and , which in turn depends on the unknown amount of
mismatch. However, the results in Tables II and III show
that considerable improvement (though not optimal) can be
obtained in a fairly large range of design parameters ,
which suggest that exact knowledge of and is not crucial.
2) Connected Digit Recognition: VBPC possesses the in-
trinsic nature of recursive search, thus VBPC can easily be
extended to continuous speech recognition, with the increased
cost of computation and/or memory requirement. As an exam-
ple, BP-MC and VBPC are examined on TIDIGITS corpus to
perform speaker-independent connected digit recognition. The
feature vector consists of 12 LPC-derived cepstral coefficients,
energy, and their delta features. When we are using the delta
features, the mean vector consists of static feature in the
low dimensions and delta feature in the high dimensions. The
uncertainty neighborhood of defined in (8) will be slightly
modified as follows:
(35)
where for , ’s correspond to the static
feature part while ’s correspond to the delta feature
part. The SI model for each digit is a ten-state, ten-mixture-
per-state CDHMM. These digit HMM’s are trained on 8623
utterances from adult training data subset of TIDIGITS. The
algorithms are evaluated on 8700 utterances from the adult
testing data subset distorted by various levels of computer-
generated Gaussian white noises.
The recognition results of VBPC and BP-MC on TIDIGITS
at several SNR levels are listed in Table IV, where Str stands
for string correct rate, Wd-C for word correct rate, Wd-A for
word accuracy, Del, Sub, and Ins for deletion, substitution,
and insertion error rates, respectively.3 The experimental re-
sults show that by using VBPC and BP-MC algorithms, overall
recognition performance, say, digit correct rate, is improved
more than 20% over that of normal plug-in-MAP based Viterbi
decoding in mismatched testing conditions (SNR 36.8,
27.3, and 16.8 dB). On the other hand, VBPC and BP-MC
algorithms also achieve very similar recognition performance
as normal plug-in-MAP based Viterbi algorithm in matched
testing condition (SNR ) but the optimal choice of the
neighborhood parameters differs from that of the mismatched
case. In either mismatched or matched case, it is also observed
that the recognition performance is not sensitive to different
choices of neighborhood parameters in a certain region (similar
to those listed in Tables II and III).
3All of these recognition statistics are computed by using HTK.
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TABLE I
OPTIMAL NEIGHBORHOOD PARAMETERS (C; ) OF VBPC AND BP-MC IN FIG. 1
TABLE II
RECOGNITION ACCURACY (IN %) AS A FUNCTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD
PARAMETERS C AND  OF VBPC AT SNR = 29.6 dB
(PLUG-IN-MAP ATTAINS 55% CORRECT RATE)
B. Noisy Speech Recognition—II: Real-World Noises
An attempt has also been made to cover a class of mismatch
situations as wide and general as possible. In this section,
we evaluate the proposed algorithms in noisy speech recog-
nition where 25 types of additive noises recorded in actual
environments [14] are involved.
1) Description of Actual Noises: We choose the Japan
Electronic Industry Development Association (JEIDA) noise
database for our experiments. The included noise data are
collected in various kinds of environments under which speech
input devices are expected to be typically used [14]. Their
characteristics are summarized in Table V. From Table V,
we notice that these noises differ much in both nature and
characteristics. Most of these noises are very difficult to deal
with because they are nonstationary in time domain, and have
a complex spectrum with a wide bandwidth.
2) Noisy Speech Recognition Results: We first evaluate
VBPC on noisy speech recognition problem involving the
above mentioned 25 types of actual noises. Our task is
again isolated digit recognition on corpus ATR-JPD. The
experimental setup is the same as that of Section V-A1. The
mismatch between test and training conditions is caused by
adding those actual noises on test data at various SNR levels.
It is not easy to define a proper SNR measure for nonstationary
signals [1]. In this study, we simply adopt an SNR measure,
which is defined as the ratio between the signal variance
and the noise variance. This SNR measure only reflects the
TABLE III
RECOGNITION ACCURACY (IN %) AS A FUNCTION OF NEIGHBORHOOD
PARAMETERS C AND  OF BP-MC AT SNR = 29.6 dB
(PLUG-IN-MAP ATTAINS 55% CORRECT RATE)
TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE (IN %) COMPARISON OF VBPC AND BP-MC
WITH PLUG-IN-MAP METHOD ALGORITHM ON TIDIGITS CORPUS
WHEN TEST DATA ARE DISTORTED BY GAUSSIAN WHITE NOISE
general size or degree of mismatches caused by adding the
related noises. Various noises are scaled to achieve several
SNR levels before added to the clean speech.
We depict the experimental results of VBPC and plug-in-
MAP method at SNR levels 0, 10, 20, and 30 dB on the above
25 actual noises, respectively, in Figs. 2–4.4 The experimental
results clearly show that VBPC approach works well for most
of these actual noises under a wide range of SNR values (we
call these cases Type I, such as noises no. 6, 11, 16, 21, 22, 24,
4The results on noise no. 17 are not included here because we had data-error
in reading noise no. 17 from disc.
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TABLE V
TWENTY-FIVE TYPES OF ACTUAL NOISES USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS
etc.) and is also helpful for the remaining ones (we call these
cases Type II, such as noises no. 15, 19, and 25). It is quite
encouraging that the VBPC is effective for a great variety of
mismatches examined here.
Once again, we observe that the performance of VBPC is
fairly insensitive to the hyperparameters and in these
experiments. To show this, we list in Table VI, the optimal
recognition rates of VBPC averaged over four SNR levels
(0, 10, 20, and 30 dB) in each of above 25 noise types,
as well as the corresponding optimal values of ( , ). For
comparison, the corresponding results of conventional plug-in-
MAP method and that of VBPC at are also
listed. For type I mismatch, VBPC works well by choosing a
relatively wider neighborhood, i.e., , . For
type II mismatch, VBPC only works by choosing a relatively
smaller size of the neighborhood, i.e., , .
However, no major performance improvement is observed in
type II case. It is expected that the performance of VBPC
will converge to that of the normal plug-in MAP when the
size of the neighborhood approaches to zero. In the specific
experiments here, the results in Table VI suggest that
is an acceptable choice for most noises.
We have also examined the BP-MC approach in these
25 types of noises and a similar behavior as the VBPC
is observed. As an example, the results of five types are
shown in Fig. 5. From the results in Figs. 2–5, we notice that
one necessary condition for VBPC and BP-MC approaches
to profit most is that the size and/or degree of mismatch
is comparable with the “distance” between models in some
sense. The benefit of using VBPC and BP-MC approaches
decreases as the size and/or degree of mismatches become too
small or too large. The unconfusable vocabulary task, which
implies large enough “distance” between models, warrants
that the VBPC and BP-MC approaches have more chances
to work well for various mismatches with different nature and
degree. Although the discussion here is based on isolated word
recognition results, the same behavior can be observed and the
same conclusion can also be drawn from experimental results
on connected word recognition.
C. Cross-Gender Speech Recognition
We have also examined the viability of the proposed al-
gorithms in a more general mismatch caused by gender dif-
ference. The corpus ATR-JPD is chosen again for the cross-
gender recognition experiment. The gender-dependent models
are trained by male (or female) speech data but tested on
female (or male) speech data. The experimental results are
shown in Table VII. The recognition results show that VBPC
and BP-MC also work in the case of cross-gender mismatch,
but improvement is generally minor. Only about 3–5% abso-
lute recognition rate improvement is achieved on the average.
D. Comparative Study with Other Robust Methods
In this section, we present a comparative study of BP-MC
and VBPC with other robust techniques, including QBPC [12],
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Fig. 2. Performance (word accuracy in %) comparison of VBPC with normal plug-in-MAP method on 25 types of actual noises at SNR = 0, 10,
20, 30 (dB): Part I.
[13], minimax [25], and stochastic matching (SM) [29], under
the condition that neither the knowledge of mismatches nor
adaptation data is available. The experimental setup is the
same as in Section V-A1. The mismatch between training and
testing conditions is caused by adding Gaussian white noise
into test data prior to the preprocessing at three SNR levels
(10, 20, and 30 dB’s, respectively).
The detailed description about QBPC can be found in [12]
and [13]. In the current experiment, for simplicity, we only im-
plement the Viterbi version of the quasi-Bayes approximation
in QBPC computation. We also only consider the uncertainty
of the mean vectors and only one iteration is performed at each
QB approximation step. The prior pdf is chosen as the best
normal approximation to the constrained uniform distribution
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Fig. 3. Performance (word accuracy in %) comparison of VBPC with normal plug-in-MAP method on 25 types of actual noises at SNR = 0, 10,
20, 30 (dB): Part II (continued).
(8) to minimize the Kullback–Leibler directed divergence (see
[13] for the details).
As for stochastic matching, as discussed in [29], we com-
pensate for the mismatch in either feature space or model
space. In the feature space method (denoted as SM-FS1), a
single fixed additive bias in cepstral domain is used for each
utterance. In the model space method (denoted as SM-MS1),
a single random bias with a Gaussian pdf is adopted. In both
methods, the bias vector or the mean of the random bias is
initialized to zero. In model space method, the variance of the
random bias is initialized to a small positive number. Two to
five iterations are performed for the ML nuisance parameters
estimation.
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Fig. 4. Performance (word accuracy in %) comparison of VBPC with normal plug-in-MAP method on 25 types of actual noises at SNR = 0, 10,
20, 30 (dB): Part III (continued).
In [25], Merhav and Lee perform the minimax classifi-
cation as in (2), where the parameter neighborhood is
assumed to follow (8). In their implementation, to approximate
in (2), the following iterative procedure
is used.
• Initialize with the values obtained in the training phase.
• In each iteration, first decode the optimal path
using the Viterbi algorithm; then the model parameter
is reestimated according to .
• If the new falls in , it is used to update the old ;
otherwise, the parameter within which is closest to the
new is chosen.
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Fig. 5. Performance (word accuracy in %) comparison of BP-MC, VBPC with normal plug-in-MAP method on five selected types of actual noises at
SNR = 0, 10, 20, 30 (dB).
In this paper, Merhav and Lee’s minimax is denoted as
minimax1. Besides, another so-called modified minimax used
in [13] works as follows:
(36)
where
with the prior pdf chosen in the same way as
the QBPC. This modified minimax method is denoted as
minimax2 here.
The experimental results of these methods are compared in
Table VIII. In the table, for VBPC, BP-MC, QBPC, minimax1,
and minimax2, we only show the best performance achieved
under the optimal choice of hyperparameters (i.e., and
) within a certain range (i.e., and ).
According to the results, several observations can be made. At
first, the results show that both BP-MC and VBPC outperform
the Viterbi implementation of the QBPC. It is experimentally
shown here that the VBPC achieves a better approximation of
the true BPC than QBPC, but at the expense of much higher
computational overhead. Second, as expected, we note that
the performance improvement of the stochastic matching is
moderate, especially in the low SNR level. However, several
points should be noted in this comparative experiment. In
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TABLE VI
RECOGNITION RATES OF NORMAL PLUG-IN-MAP METHOD AVERAGED OVER FOUR SNR LEVELS OF (0, 10, 20, AND 30 dB) IN EACH OF 25 NOISE TYPES,
CORRESPONDING OPTIMAL RECOGNITION RATES OF VBPC WITH OPTIMAL VALUES OF (C, ), RECOGNITION RATES OF VBPC WITH (C = 2;  = 0:9)
the mismatch situation caused by additive noise, the bias
is additive in linear spectral domain, but not in the cep-
stral domain. Therefore, the bias compensation in cepstral
domain makes the assumption behind the ML-based stochastic
matching method invalid. But when we adopt cepstrum based
feature, the ML-based stochastic matching in linear spectral
domain does not possess a straightforward form to implement.
Moreover, ML-based stochastic matching approach is a fully
automatic procedure where ML criterion helps to determine
all the nuisance parameters. In all of the other robust methods
we studied here, including VBPC, BP-MC, QBPC, minimax1,
and minimax2, we have to manually choose a few control
parameters (i.e., and ). The optimal performance of these
methods shown in the Table VIII are better than that of the
stochastic matching. We also observe in the experiments that,
apart from the optimal choice of and , these methods
also perform better than the SM in a certain range of
and . Next, the BPC performance depends heavily on the
appropriate choice of the prior distribution. In the case of
the mismatch caused by the additive Gaussian white noise,
the chosen prior distribution seems to be able to model the
mismatch appropriately. At last, we also notice that both the
VBPC and the BP-MC outperform minimax1 and minimax2
in this case.
E. Discussions
In principle, the methodology of BP-MC and VBPC is suit-
able to any possible mismatches. By using a less-informative
prior pdf in this study, the algorithms are quite flexible that we
only need to adjust/adapt two hyperparameters and to deal
TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE (WORD ACCURACY IN %) COMPARISON OF VBPC, BP-MC WITH
PLUG-IN-MAP METHOD ON CROSS-GENDER ISOLATED DIGIT RECOGNITION TASK
with a great variety of mismatches. However, strictly speaking,
the performance of these methods depends on the appropriate
choice of neighborhood (e.g., the values of and ), which
in turn depends on the unknown amount and nature of the
mismatch. Although it has been experimentally shown that the
performance is not sensitive to the choice of neighborhood
in the examined mismatch conditions, as mentioned above,
if we expect to benefit most from the method, e.g., to deal
with simultaneously various types of possible mismatches
in practice, it will be important to develop a simple online
adjusting procedure to tune the neighborhood parameters based
on only very few training/adaptation data for attaining the
optimal performance in various cases (e.g., both mismatched
and matched cases). This remains a topic for future research.
In terms of computational complexity, BP-MC is obviously
more costly than the conventional plug-in-MAP based Viterbi
decoding in computing component densities [e.g., (9)], in
either isolated word or continuous speech recognition. Since
these calculations usually are followed by a log operation
(or a table look-up), the increased cost is not negligible,
especially in large vocabulary applications. Like BP-MC,
VBPC also consumes many more computations in calculating
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TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE (WORD ACCURACY IN %) COMPARISON OF VBPC, BP-MC WITH PLUG-IN-MAP, QBPC, STOCHASTIC MATCHING (SM-FS1 AND SM-MS1),
MINIMAX (MINIMAX1), AND MODIFIED MINIMAX (MINIMAX2) WHEN TEST DATA ARE DISTORTED BY GAUSSIAN WHITE NOISE. (THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES
DENOTE THE OPTIMAL NEIGHBORHOOD PARAMETERS (C,) FOR THE CORRESPONDING METHOD TO ACHIEVE THE SHOWN PERFORMANCE AT EACH CASE)
the predictive density than the conventional algorithm [e.g.,
(33)]. Besides, extra efforts such as the repeated backtracing
and the related bookkeeping are further required in VBPC
search procedure. Although this might be affordable in small
vocabulary recognition tasks, either for isolated words or
continuous speech, we will encounter serious computational
difficulty when we apply the VBPC method to large vocabu-
lary continuous speech recognition. This is because during the
frame-synchronous search of the VBPC, the computation of
the partial predictive pdf depends on the hypothesized partial
optimal path up to each time instant. In a large vocabulary case,
this will easily lead to a combinatorial explosion, thus make the
problem untractable. Therefore, some simplified schemes are
needed to make the VBPC algorithm computationally feasible.
For instance, a narrow beam VBPC search strategy might
mitigate the difficulty somehow. We can also use the normal
search algorithms to first obtain an -best list of the possible
paths and then select the final results from these -best paths
based on the VBPC approach.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied a category of robust speech
recognition problem from the viewpoint of Bayesian pre-
diction. A Bayesian predictive density based model com-
pensation (BP-MC) technique and a robust decision strategy
called Viterbi Bayesian predictive classification (VBPC) are
presented in this study. To examine the viability of the
proposed techniques, BP-MC and VBPC are performed on
speaker-independent isolated digit and connected digit string
recognition tasks, where severe mismatches exist between
training and testing conditions. Following are some of our
findngs.
• Both BP-MC and VBPC approaches improve the per-
formance robustness under various mismatches examined
even when we have little prior knowledge about these
mismatches. This suggests that Bayesian prediction could
be a potential approach to achieve the robustness in
speech recognition.
• The less-informative prior pdf adopted in this study is
straightforward and only two uncertainty neighborhood
parameters need to be tuned in advance. We experi-
mentally show that under a wide range of values of
these control parameters, the proposed techniques help in
improving the performance when some mismatches exist
between training and testing conditions. If the prior pdf
can characterize the actual mismatches in question, we
will have a larger chance to improve the performance.
Otherwise, no considerable gain will be expected.
Apart from the issues we discussed in the previous sections,
we are still not sure whether VBPC and BP-MC formula-
tions can work well in a more confusable vocabulary case
because these methods improve the performance robustness in
mismatched conditions at the expense of decreasing the dis-
criminative ability of the models. Moreover, although VBPC
and BP-MC improve the performance over the nonrobust
method in the mismatched cases we examined, the absolute
recognition rate of VBPC and BP-MC in mismatched case is
still far inferior to matched condition results. How to bridge
this performance gap is still a challenging topic for further
research.
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